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ABSTRACT 

The Behavior of Orbits of Some Flows with 

Two Fixed Points on the Torus 

by 

Randolph Calvin Mitchell 

If X is a topological space, a flow on X is a sur¬ 

jective continuous map F: /Rx X-*X satisfying F(r,F(s,x)) = 

F(r+s,x) for all x in X, s,t in IR . The fundamental 

examples of flows come from the theory of differential 

equations: every smooth compactly supported vector field 

on a smooth manifold M gives rise in a natural way to a 

unique smooth flow on M. If g is a C (r>3) real valued 

2 
function on As satisfying g(x,y+l) = g(x,y), g(x+l,y) = 

g(x,y)+l, and > 0 on all lines {y=n] , neZ , and if g 

has precisely two nondegenerate critical points in 

[0,1] x [0,1], one of which is a minimum, then g induces 

r 2 2 2 
a C foliation of the torus T = (R which has two 

singular points, one a saddle and the other a node. Every 

leaf of this foliation which can be oriented to represent 

(0,1) in TT^ (T ) is called a guide curve on the torus 

(generators for TT^ (T ) having been chosen in the obvious 

way) . If pe > a clockwise orthogonal rotation of 

the vector field vg by the angle f! gives rise to a flow 

Fp . To each F^ , there is associated a real number t (^ ), 

the type-number of F. , which is, roughly speaking, the 
r 

2 
average "slope" of the orbits of Fp in /R . t(F^ ) is a 

continuous function of A whose range is (-«*,«), so t {Fa ) 



may be assumed to be irrational. Fixing |3 so that t (Fp ) 

is irrational and setting F = F^ , it follows easily that 

2 
the flow on T induced by F has no periodic orbits. It 

2 
also follows that the flow on T has orbits which inter- 

2 
sect every guide curve on T in a set whose closure is 

perfect and nowhere dense. This is proved by using a 

2 
pseudo-orbit on T , the black orbit, which is a union of 

2 
actual orbits on T . There are sufficient conditions on 

2 
g for the black orbit's being dense on T . There exist 

functions g which satisfy the properties listed above. 
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1. Introduction 

Given a G-flow on a compact topological space X— 

i.e., a continuous group action of a topological group G 

on X satisfying l*x = x for all x in X—certain questions 

force themselves irresistibly into one's mind; Are there 

periodic points? How does a point behave under the group 

action (what is the orbit structure)? What minimal sets 

(i.e., closed non-empty sets invariant under the group 

action which properly contain no other such set) are there 

in X? Are there invariants of the flow which give infor¬ 

mation about its behavior? Is the flow a special case, or 

do all flows "like" it (in some sense) behave similarly? 

In general, these and related questions are extremely dif¬ 

ficult to answer; so, as is the mathematician's wont, 

additional structures have been placed on X (e.g., a smooth 

structure) and on the group action (e.g., x-»g*x is a 

diffeomorphism for all g«G) in the hope that this addi¬ 

tional structure will aid in the analysis of the flow. 

Even in the smooth category, however, only the simplest 

case—HJ-flows on the circle—is understood to an extent 

approaching completeness. A Z-flow can be viewed as 

iterations of a single homeomorphism f and its inverse 

f Poincaré introduced the notion of the rotation number 

of a homeomorphism f of a circle (this number measures the 

"average rotation" of the points of the circle by f), and 



2 

showed that if the rotation number is irrational, then the 

z -flow induced by f has no periodic orbits, and con¬ 
versely. In the 1930's and 40's, the French mathematician 

Denjoy used Poincare's rotation number to prove the follow¬ 

ing: if f is C1 and log f' has bounded variation, then 

the irrationality of the rotation number implies that every 

. .1 
orbit of the X-flow induced by f is dense; there exist C 

diffeomorphisms with irrational rotation number whose 

associated Z-flows have orbits whose closures are perfect 

and nowhere dense. A good deal of work has been published 

on diffeomorphisms of the circle since Denjoy published 

the result mentioned above, but it is not directly pertinent 

to our topic. 

Denjoy's result immediately gives information about 

smooth R-flows without fixed points on the two-dimensional 

2 2 2 torus T = I& /X ; for it is easily seen that an /R.-flow 
2 

without fixed points on T induces a Z-flow on some circle 

2 r 
in T . Thus, one may infer from Denjoy's work that a C 

9 
(r>2) -flow without fixed points on T either has 

periodic orbits or has every orbit dense. 

The question now naturally arises: What about smooth 

IR-flows on T^ with fixed points? It was to this question 

that the Australian mathematician T. M. Cherry addressed 

himself in his paper "Analytic Quasi-periodic Curves of 

Discontinuous Type on a Torus," [5]. In this paper. Cherry 

investigated a certain class of real-analytic IR-flows with 
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2 
two fixed points on T . He demonstrated that to each of 

these flows there is associated a real number—called the 

type-number of the flow—whose rationality or irrationality 

determined the existence or non-existence of periodic 

orbits. He also proved that the irrationality of the type- 

number implied that the flow had orbits each of which 

2 . 
intersected some circle on T m a set whose closure was 

perfect and nowhere dense on that circle. This paper is 

essentially an exposition of Cherry's paper with some 

generalizations. An exposition is needed because Cherry's 

paper is difficult for the modern reader to understand: 

his terminology is out-dated, his proofs are often somewhat 

obscure, and many facts which he apparently considered to 

be common knowledge are no longer as well-known. 

The first half of this paper deals with preliminaries: 

basic facts about flows, vector fields, and other topics 

which will be of use in the second half of the paper. The 

second half moves on to the torus and to Cherry's example. 



2. Preliminaries 

A. Flows 

2.A.I. Definition (cf., for example, Beck [2]). 

Let G be a topological group and let X be a Hausdorff 

space. A G-flow on X is a surjective continuous map 

F:GxX->X satisfying F(gh,x) = F(g,F(h,x)) for all g,h in 

G and all x in X. The set [F(g,x)|geG] is called the 

F-orbit of x and is denoted Op(x) or simply 0(x). The 

following properties are immediate consequences of the 

definition: 

(i) F(e,x) = x for all x in X, where e is the 

identity of G. 

(ii) Either 0 (x) = 0 (y) or 0(x) and 0 (y) are dis¬ 

joint for all x,y in X. 

(iii) For every geG, the map F :X-^X defined by 
y 

F (x) = F(g,x) is a homeomorphism of X onto y 
itself. 

2.A.2. Definition. A set I in X is F-invariant if 

0(x) S. I for every xel. I is F-minimal if I is non-empty 

closed, and invariant, and if I contains no other non¬ 

empty closed invariant set. 

2.A.3. Proposition. If X is compact, minimal sets 

exist. 

Proof: Let £ denote the set of closed non-empty in 

variant subsets of X, ordered by reverse inclusion. $ is 

not empty, for X* £ . If (ca(a*A} is a chain in £ , then 
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Q\Ca is non-empty, closed, and invariant. Thus, Zorn's 

lemma implies the existence of minimal sets in £ . /// 

2.A.4. Proposition. Let X be compact. For every x 

in X, 0(x) contains a minimal set. 

Proof: 0 (x) is a non-empty closed invariant set. /// 

2.A.5. Proposition. If I is a minimal set, then 

I = 0(x) for each x in I. 

Proof: 0(x) ÇL I since I is minimal. But also, since 

0 (x) is closed and invariant, 1 = 0(x). /// 

2.A.6. Proposition. A minimal set I in a compact 

connected space X is either finite, perfect and nowhere 

dense, or all of X. 

Proof: If I is not perfect, there exist x«I and an 

open set U containing x such that (U-{xj ) Al - 0. Since 

1 is compact and ^Fg(U)J g^Gj forms an open cover of I, we 

may extract a finite subcover F (U),...,F (u) . No 
"1 "n 

F (U) may contain more than one point of I, so I must be 
gi 
finite. Now assume Int(I) / 0, and let xél. Since 

0 (x) = I, F (x) é Int(I) for some g, so xeF ”^(Int(I)) Q. 
J y 

Int(I). Thus, I Q. Int(I), so I is both open and closed./// 

2.A.7. Remark. We call an /R-flow simply a flow. 

2.A.8. Definitions. Let F be a flow on X. A point 

x in X is a fixed point for F if 0 (x) = £xj . A point x is 

a periodic point for F if there exists a non-zero t in IR 

such that Fj_(x) = x. If x is a periodic point, 0 (x) is a 

periodic orbit. The set #(x) =0 {F (S,X)| s£t} is called 
t*IR 
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the set of g(-endpoints of x. Similarly tf(x) = 

f~\ {F(s,x) s^t] is the set of a>-endpoints of x. It is 
teIR 
clear that (X(x) and <ü(x) are non-empty, compact, and con¬ 

nected if X is compact. It is also clear that <X(x) and 

o?(x) are invariant sets: for example, if ye&(x), then 

y 6{F(S,X) I s<t j for every t, which implies that 

F(tQ,y)e{F(s+tQ,x)|s<t] for every t; that is, 

F(tQ,y)e {F (s,x) | s$t-to] for every t-tQ€ R , which means 

that F (tQ,y)e <X(x). It is clear that cX- and u>-endpoints 

are really invariants of orbits, so we will also write 

#(0) and £3(0) if 0 is an orbit of F. 

If y is a fixed point for F, we say that an orbit 

0 (x) leaves y if o((0 (x) ) = {yj . Similarly, an orbit 0 (x) 

enters y if c0(0 (x) ) = {yj. 

B. Flows on manifolds; submanifolds transversal to a flow? 

induced mappings 

2.B.I. Definition. Let X be a smooth manifold. A 

flow F on X is Cr ((Kr<«) if F is a Cr map. 

£ 
2.B.2. Proposition. Let F be a C flow on a smooth 

manifold X, and let X in X not be a fixed point. Then 

r* 
0 (x) is a 1-dimensional C submanifold (perhaps not regular) 

of X. 

Proof: if — F^x,t) ^ ëver^ vanishes, x has a fixed point 

in its orbit, which implies immediately that x is fixed./// 

Recall that a submanifold Y of X is transversal to a 

submanifold Z of X if T (X) = T (Y) 6? T (Z) for every X X X 
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X€YOZ (cf., for example, Guilleman and Pollack [6], p. 

28) . 

2.B.3. Definitions. Let F be a smooth flow on a 

smooth manifold X. We say that a co-dimenion 1 submanifold 

Y of X is transversal to F if, for every y in Y, 0 (y) is 

transversal to Y. Evidently, if Y is transversal to F, 

then Y contains no fixed points of F. Now suppose that Y 

and Z are two regular co-dimension 1 submanifolds of X 

which are both transversal to F and which are either equal 

or disjoint. The induced map from Y to Z is denoted 

f[F,Y,Z] and is defined by f[F,Y,Z] (y) = F(tQ(y),y) where 

t (y) is the least t > 0 for which F(tQ,y)eZ. It is cer¬ 

tainly possible that f[F,Y,Z] is not everywhere (or even 

anywhere) defined on Y, but we retain the term "induced 

map" anyway, since the idea is clear, and since more pre¬ 

cise terminology would be intolerably complicated and 

clumsy. 

2.B.4. Proposition. Notations as above. f[F,Y,Z] 

is defined on an open subset of Y and is a Cr diffeomor- 

phism where defined if F is Cr. 

Proof: We write f for f[F,Y,Z]. f is clearly one- 

to-one where defined. Choose local coordinates (z2#***#zn) 

near a point z in Z. Since Z is transversal to F, 

(t,z2,...,zn) are local coordinates in X near z, where 

t_(x) is the smallest (in absolute value) t such that 

F(t,x)«Z. Now suppose that f is defined at y in Y, and 

let U be a neighborhood of y in Y small enough that 
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F(tQ(y),U) is near enough to z for the local coordinates 

(t,Z2#...#zn) to apply. Then it is clear that fjy = 

TToF. 
(y) |u 

where -rr(J:, z9,..., Zr) = (z9,...,zn). Since jr 
n' 

and F^. ^ j are C maps, so is f near y. It is obvious how 

to define a local C inverse for f, so we are done./// 

2.B.F. Definition. Let Y be a Hausdorff space and 

let U be an open subset of Y and f a homeomorphism of U 

into Y. Let f11 (x) = (fo. .^.of/x) whenever this is defined, 

n-times 

and let f”n(x) = ,f o.. .of~ (x) . We say that a set I is 

n-times 
f-invariant if r (x) and f-n (x) belong to I for all x 

in I and n in IN for which these are defined. A set I is 

f-minimal if it is non-empty, closed, invariant, and 

minimal with respect to these properties. We denote by 

oC(x) the accumulation points of {f-n (x) j ne lUj and by cD(x) 

the accumulation points of {^(xjInefNl] , and note that 

these are closed invariant sets. 

The same arguments used in 2.A.6 yield 

2.B.6. Proposition. An f-minimal set in a compact 

connected Hausforff space Y is either finite, perfect and 

nowhere dense, or all of Y. 

2.B.7. Definition. Let F be a smooth flow on a 

smooth compact manifold X. We say that F has pervasive 

orbits if there exists a co-dimension 1 submanifold Y 

transversal to F such that Y contains a perfect f-minimal 

set, where f = f[F,Y,Y] is the induced map from Y to Y. 

F has nowhere dense pervasive orbits if Y contains a 
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perfect and nowhere dense f-minimal set. 

2.B.8. Remark. It is not necessarily true that £- 

minimal sets come from F-minimal sets; i.e., it may not be 

the case that an f-minimal set is the intersection of an 

F-minimal set with Y. The example we will give in Section 

3 will demonstrate this fact. 

C. Fundamental example of a flow 

We quote the well-known flow theorem for vector fields 

on a manifold (cf., for example, Abraham and Robbin [1]); 
r*fl 

2.C.I. Theorem. Let X be a C manifold and 

v:X->TX a C vector field with compact support. There 

exists a C flow F on X such that for every x, ^ F(t,x) = 

v(x). The orbits of this flow are the characteristic 

curves of v. 

The flow of a vector field v is sometimes called the 

integral of v. All of the flows we will consider will be 

integrals of vector fields. 

. 10 • 3T+1 , 
A parameterized C vector field on a C manifold X 

. 3T+1 , . 10 
is a C manifold A together with a C map v:AxX-»TX such 

that V îX-*TX is a vector field on X for each a in A, where 
cL 

V& (x) = V(a,x). A map F;AxIRxX-»X is the parameterized flow 

of v if F_ is the flow of V , where F_(t,x) = F(a,t,x). We 
a a a 

have the parameterized flow theorem as corollary of 2.C.1 

(Abraham and Robbin [1] , p. 57) : 

2.C.2. Theorem. Let A and X be C manifolds and 

let v be a parameterized Cr vector field on X. If X is 
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compact, there exists a unique CT parameterized flow of v. 

2 
D. Simple singularities of vector fields on R 

The definitions and results in this section may be 

found, for example, in Hurewicz [8]. 

In this section, v will denote a smooth vector field 
2 

on IR with an isolated singularity at (0,0) . 

2.D.I. Definition. (0,0) is a simple singularity for 

v if v can be expressed in a neighborhood of (0,0) as 

(2.D.I.I.) v(x,y) = (ax+by+Rx(x,y))j^ 

+ (cx+dy+R2(x,y)) 

where M* I ^ 0 lea 
RJ (x,y) 

and lim —5—<n = 0 
(x,y)-»o (x^+y2>* 

for i=l,2. 

If we set v(x,y) = (ax+by) + (cx+dy) , we may 

summarize the results of this section informally in the 

following; 

2.D.2. Scholium. To know the nature of y near (0,0) 

is to know the nature of v near (0,0) . 

Let r^ and r2 be the characteristic values of y; i.e, 

the roots of the quadratic | a~r J = 0. The charac¬ 

teristic curves of y are determined to a large degree by 

whether or not they are complex and, if real, by their 

signs: 

2.D.3. Summary of the nature of characteristic curves 

of a linear vector field near a simple singularity. 

(i) r^ and r2 are complex. If r^ and r2 are purely 

imaginary, the characteristic curves will form a family of 
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ellipses centered at (0,0). If r^ and r2 are not purely 

imaginary, a characteristic curve will form a logarithmic 

spiral heading away from or toward the origin. 

(ii) r^ and r2 are real and have the same sign. Here 

we have either a sink or a source at (0,0), depending on 

whether the sign of r^ and r2 is negative or positive. 

(iii) r^ and r2 are real and have opposite signs. 

Assuming for definiteness1 sake that r„ < 0 < r., the 
^ t.t rxt 

vector field y has two particular solutions (Ae ,Be ) 
x t r t 

and (Ce ^ ,De ^ ) with 
A B 
C D ^ 0 (these are the "eigen- 

solutions" of v). The first solution determines a ray 

B leaving (0,0) with slope The second solution determines 

a ray from oo entering the origin with slope All the 

characteristic curves in the "quadrant" determined by the 
r^t r.t 

two rays will asymptote to (Ae ,Be ) as and to 
r2t r2t 

(Ce ,De ) as t-> -». Replacing t by -t and A,B,C,D by 

-A, -B, -C, -D in these particular solutions yields two 

more "eigensolutions" for y and two more rays of slope ^ 

and ^ which leave and enter the origin respectively. The 

characteristic curves in these other quadrants will also 

asymptote to the eigensolutions as t-**00. In other words, 

(0,0) is a saddle for v. 

2.D.4. Summary of the nature of characteristic curves 

of a nonlinear vector field near a simple singularity 

(i) r^ and r2 are complex. Here our scholium breaks 

down to a certain extent, but not seriously. The charac¬ 

teristic curves of v near (0,0) will in general be a 
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combination of spirals and "limit cycles" of spirals. 

(ii) r^ and r2 are real and have the same sign. Again, 

we have either a source or a sink. 

(iii) r^ and r2 are real and of opposite sign. Again, 

assuming r0 <f 0 < r., v will have two "eigensolutions" 
r.t r. t 

c (t) and c. (t), where c (t) asymptotes to (Ae ,Be ) 
° r2t r t 

as t—*■-<*> and c^ (t) asymptotes to (Ce , De z ) as t—> +». 

Likewise, -c (-t) and -c. (-t) will asymptote to 
-r2t “fit -r_t ”r2t 

(-Ae ,-Be ' ) and (-Ce ,-De ) as t->°° and -ao 

respectively. In particular, the unit tangent vector to each 

B D 
of theée fcurvesi will ha-frè slope approaching ^ or — as they 

approach the origin. As in the linear case, the other 

characteristic curves of v will asymptote to these eigen¬ 

solutions as t—»+<» . 

E. Induced maps near a simple saddle singularity 

Let v be as in Section D and suppose (0,0) is a saddle 

singularity for v (r^ and r2 are real and of opposite 

signs). We make a linear change of variables so that v 

may be written 

v(x,y) = (rxx + Rx(x,y)) + (r2y + R2 (x,y) ) ? 

3 3 
then v = r^ x ^ + r2y ^ . Assume r2 < 0 < r^. Let I be 

an interval perpendicular to the y-axis as shown in 

Figure 1. 
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i 
i 
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I s 
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7 

» 

FIG. 1 

Let J be an interval perpendicular to the x-axis as shown. 

Parameterize both intervals by arc length s from the axes 

they intersect. It is clear from Section D that the in¬ 

duced map from I to J given by either the flow of v or y 

will be defined only for an open segment of I in the first 

quadrant whose left hand endpoint will lie on the x-axis. 

It is easy to show the following: 

2.E.I. Proposition. The induced map from I to J 

given by the flow of y can be written 
_ fz 

r-L 
f(s) = c s 

where C is a positive constant. 

Our scholium (2.D.2.) would lead us to believe that 

the induced map given by v would be roughly equivalent to 

that given by v. This is indeed the case (at least for 



real analytic vector fields) as was demonstrated in 1923 

by Dulac [4]. Dulac proved the following: 

14 

2.E.2. Proposition. If v is a real analytic vector 

field, the induced map from I to J may be written 

f(s) = C s (1+g (s)) 

where C is a positive constant and g is a C00 function near 

0 with g(0) =0. 

2.E.3. Proposition. If v is a real analytic vector 

field and f is the induced map from I to J, then lim f1(s) 
s-»o 

is zero, positive, or +<x> depending on whether 

r2 
- —- is greater than, equal to, or less than 1. Further- 

rl 
more, log f has only finitely many maxima and minima in 

some open interval (o,x) of I, and log f has bounded 

r2 
variation in that interval when - — =1. 

ri 
Proof: A straightforward calculation. /// 

2.E.4. Remarks. (1) It clearly makes no difference 

that we worked with I and J in the first quadrant. If they 

are in the second quadrant, the results are the same. 

(2) Surprisingly enough (to the 
r
2 

writer, anyway), proving 2.E.2. for   rational is 
r2 1 

considerably harder than for irrational. In fact, 
1 r2 

Birkhoff [3] in 1929 proved that when is irrational, 
rl 

one can make an analytic change of variables near (0,0), 

d 9 
so that v becomes r.X“ r h r0y 5— . 

1 9x 7r à Y 
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2 
F. Level sets of smooth functions on JR 

2 r 
Let g: JR —> jR be a C function (3£r$«) . Let L de- 

note the level set g”^(c). Recall that L (if non-empty) 

is a Cr manifold except at the critical points of g. 

Suppose that (0,0) is a nondegenerate critical point of 

g. Then, expanding g by its Taylor series about (0,0), we 

must have 

2 2 
g(x,y) = aQ+a^x +a2xy+a2y + remainder term 

2 2 2 
with 4a^a^ - a2 7*0. Since gQ(x,y) = aQ+a^x +a2xy+a^y 

dominates g near 0, L will have unit tangent vectors 
ao 

approaching those of the aQ-level set of gQ as one 

approaches (0,0). In particular, if (0,0) is a saddle 

for g (i.e. 4a2a2“a2< 0) , the angles made by the four "arms" 

of the level set L, at (0,0) will be the same as the 
ao 

angles made by the arms of the aQ-level set of gQ at (0,0). 

The vector field Vg is everywhere perpendicular to the 

level sets of g, so (0,0) is also a saddle singularity for 

Vg. L, divides a sufficiently small neighborhood of (0,0) 
ao 

into four "quadrants" (cf. Figure 2); in two of these 

quadrants,Vg has a characteristic curve which limits to 

(0,0) as t-*00, and in the other two, Vg has a characteristic 

curve which limits to (0,0) as t—>-». Let ~f= Y(g, (0,0)) 

denote the angle made by two arms of L which bound a 
ao 

quadrant which contains a characteristic curve of Vg which 

limits to (0,0) as Let ^ *< 0 < r^ be the character¬ 

istic values of Vg as in Section 2.D. 
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2.F.I. Proposition» Notations as above. is greater 
r2 

than, equal to, or less than JsT if and only if - —- is 
rl 

greater than, equal to, or less than 1. 

Proof: It is elementary, though laborious, to check 

that 

cosY* =  Ô 2 2"~P an<^ that 
(a^+a^+a^ ) 2 

r2 _ al+a3~^al +a2 +a3 •~12aia3) 2 

rl ai+a3+(a^2+a2^+a22-12a^a3)^ 

using the remarks in the preceding paragraphs. /// 

G. Some basic facts about continued fractions 

We will need some basic results from the theory of 

continued fractions, which we present here (cf., for example 

Khinchine [9]). Recall that every real number r may be 

written as a continued fraction [a ;a.,a0,...] where a^l o 1 2 o 
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and a^e IN for i > 0. If r is irrational, it will have an 

infinite continued fraction development, and the rational 

Pi th 
number — = [aQ;a^,...,a^] ,q^ > 0, is called the i— 

qi 
convergent of r. 

2.G.I. Summary of results: 

(i) The even order convergents form an increasing 

sequence and the odd order convergents form a decreasing 

sequence; furthermore, every odd order convergent is 

greater than every even order convergent. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

P± - aiPi_l+Pi_2 ’ Ii “ aiqi-l+qi-2' 

qip1_1-piqi_1 = (-1)1 for all i. 

Pi , „ Pi+Pi-1 , Pi-1 . 
57 < r < 57+57T < 577 for even l

> Hl-1 Hl-1 

for all i. 

Pj-i f Pi
+Pj-i < 

qi-i qi+qi-i 
for odd i. 

2.G.2. Proposition. If 0 < m < q^+q^_^, 

even (resp., odd), then ~=- (resp., ~) 

n \ ^i-1 , n / ^i-lv 
>    (resp., -<   ) 

m qi-l m qi-l 

with i 

implies that 

Proof. Assume i is even. For any n*m in 7L , there 

are integers a and b such that a(q^#p^)+b(q^_^,p^_^) = (m,n) 

by (iii) above. Assume 0 < m < qH-q^_^ Then 
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Since 

have a 

qi «i gi_1 

n 
< m qiqi-l < Pi-lqi 

o < - mPj5i_i < m 

o < aPi^qi»! + bPi-;i5i5i-i - a(ïiPi<ïi-l 

- hpi-lpi^i-l < m 

o <r bq± (Pi.xqi-Piqi»].) < m 

0 ^q±_i < aqi 
+ bqi-i ' • 

0 < m < q^+q^ one °f a or b is less than 1, and we 

contradiction. The proof for i odd is similar. /// 



3. The Torus 

A. Definitions, notation, and terminology 

2 2 2 The torus, T , is the real analytic surface fR /X . 

2 
The closed unit square in JR , [0,1] x [0,1], is called 

2 2 
the fundamental unit. As IR. is the universal cover of T , 

2 
virtually everything we do on T will correspond to a 

2 2 "lifted" procedure on JR which will be invariant mod H- . 

We often will not notationally distinguish points, sets, 

2 2 
maps, etc., of T from their JR counterparts ; for example, 

2 
if c is a curve in JR , we will also write c for the in- 

2 
duced curve on T . 

2 
If P is a point in IR , and m,n are integers, then [m,n] 

will denote the point P+(m,n). We say that P is congruent 

to [m,n] for all integers m and n. More generally, any 
^ 2 

set S in IK is congruent to S+(m,n) for all m,nelL . 

2 
Let S denote an oriented circle on T , and let P and 

R be two points of S. Then S-(P,R} consists of two open 

arcs of S. We denote the positive arc from P to R by 

—+  
PR , and the negative arc by PR . We let PR and PR denote 

y—s -f- /"“S — 
the closures of PR and PR respectively. 

2 
We choose generators of 7T^ (T ) as follows: let 

{(x,o)J O^x^lJ with its usual orientation project to a curve 

representing (1,0) inîT^Or2) and let £(0,y)/ 0$y<lj with its 

usual orientation project to a curve representing (0,1) in 

2 
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2 

B. Type-able curves on T 

3.B.I. Definition. Let C be an oriented connected 

3- 2 
1-dimensional piecewise C (r>l) submanifold of T (not 

necessarily regular). C is type-able if C is closed and 

2 
represents a non-trivial element of TT^ (T ) or if there 

exists a closed oriented 1-dimensional C (r>l) submanifold 

2 2 S of T (i.e., a circle on T ) with the following 

properties: 
2 

(a) S represents (0,1) in TT^ (T ). 

(b) S and C are transversal. 

(c) S and C have infinitely many intersections. 

(d) If P6C/0S and R is a next intersection of C with 

S (i.e., next in the sense that if one travels 

along C at a constant speed, one will either en¬ 

counter P first and then R or R first and then P, 

with no other intersection points in between), 

C i | r 
then either — U PR or — \J PR” can be oriented 

Jr K IrK 
2 C 

so that it represents (1,0) in TT^ (T ), where — 

is the closed segment of C connecting P and R 

(cf. Figure 3) . 

FIG. 3 
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3.B.2. Definition. A 1-dimensional submanifold M of 

fR2 proceeds to x-positive infinity if sup|x| (x,y)cMj = 0°. 

There are corresponding definitions for x-negative infinity, 

v-positive infinity, and y-negative infinity. 

3.B.3. Proposition. Let C be a type-able submanifold 

2 2 
of T . Then any lift of C to IR must proceed to x-negative 

or x-positive infinity. 

Proof: Immediate consequence of the definition. /// 

In what follows, we will assume, for definiteness* 

2 
sake, that C is a type-able submanifold of T which does 

2 
not represent (0,1) or (0,-1) in TT^ (T ) if closed, and 

. . . 2 
that S is an oriented 1-dimensional manifold on T repre- 

2 
senting (0,1) in iT^ (T ) and satisfying (b) if C is closed 

and (b)- (d) otherwise. 
2 

A lift S' of S to 1R will carry an orientation com¬ 

patible with that of S, so that we may speak of one point 

FIG. 4 
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cto/ . 
any curve : [0,1]-»S ' with V(0) = R, ^(l) = P, •££ 0, in¬ 

duces the same orientation on the segment connecting P and 

R as S'. Because of (d), a lift C of C will intersect 

any lift S' of S at most once; thus, if C intersects S', 

we speak of a point P of S1 being above, on, or below C, 

or of C passing below, through, or above P if the point 

R of intersection is below, coincident with, or above P in 

the sense described above. In this way a partial order 

is defined on the set |c'+ (m,n) | (m,n)e U S ' of mani¬ 

folds projecting to C and points on S'. 

3.B.4. Proposition. Let S', S" be two distinct lifts 

of S and let and C2 be two distinct lifts of C. If 

P.' and P." are points of intersection of C. with S' and 
i i c l 

S" (i=l,2), then P^' is above P2
1 if and only if P^" is 

above P2". 

Proof: Cf. Figure 5. Assume P^' is above P2'. 

Clearly, P^" ^ P2", for if P^" = P2", would intersect 

C2, which would imply that C has self-intersections. 
C1 C « • 

Using the notation of 3.B.I., ■ ■ .p „ U p ,p „ Urr~, U 

s„ *1 *2 *2 *2 *1 *2 
p „p „ must be a simple closed curve; furthermore, it must 
*1 f2 
be a Jordan curve, for there are intersections of the 

four "pieces" only at the "vertices" P^' and P^" (i=l,2). 

This construction clearly implies that P^" is above 

P2". /// 



FIG. 5 

3.B.3. and 3.B.4. show that we may unambiguously speak of 

one lift of C being above or below another lift of C, so 

that the partial order defined above extends to all lifts 
2 

of C and to all points in IK projecting to S. 

3.B.5. Proposition. Let C* be a lift of C and 

suppose that C proceeds to x-positive infinity. Let S' 

be a lift of S which intersects C at a point P. Let 

m, n, m', n' be four intergers with m,m' > 0. 

(i) If C'i passes above or through [m,n]p and below 

or through [m',n']p, then ^ . 

(ii) If C passes below or through [m,n]p and above 

or through [m',n']p, then ^ ^ ~r . 

(iii) If — = ^7- , then C passes above (resp., below, 

through) [m,n]p if and only if C‘ passes above (resp. 

below, through) [m^n'Jp- 
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Proof: (i) P is fixed, so we denote [m,n]p by [m,n] 

for this proof. Let a and b be positive integers such that 

am = bm'. For any two integers r and s, let C'[r,s] denote 

the lift of C passing through [r,s] . Since C'[r,s] is 

congruent to C, C'[r,s] passes above or through [r+m,s+n] 

and below or through [r+m^s+n1]. For any positive integer 

d, let C[dm,dn]be that portion of C'[dm,dn] lying 

between S'+(dm,dn) and S'+(dm+m,dn+n) (this is always non¬ 

empty since C proceeds to x-positive infinity). Let 

S'[dm,dn]^_i be that portion of S'+(dm,dn) lying between 

the point [dm,dn] and the point at which C[dm-m,dn-n] 

intersects S'+(dm,dn) (the former lies below the latter). 

FIG. 6. A portion of C'o
a is shaded. 
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We now set C'o
a = [J (C [dm,dn] \J S'[dm+m,dn+n]and 

a d=° 
note that C'0 is a connected curve with endpoints P and 

[am,an] , all of whose points lie below or on C. In an 

analogous way, we construct C'tdm^dn1]^ and S ' [dm',dn']... 
b a QrlL 

and set C'^ (C [dm1 ,dn'] \J S ' [dm+m,dn+n] $ a 
d=o 

curve connecting P to [bm',bn'], all of whose points lie 

above or on C. In particular, [bin1,bn'] lies above or on 

C and [am,an] lies below or on C . Since am = bm', this 

must mean that an ^ bn', or ^rft-n-r- or — ^ . am Jam m m 

(ii) is just (i) restated. (iii) is trivial. /// 

3.B.5. clearly remains true if one changes "x-positive 

infinity" to "x-negative infinity" and all the^greater than" 

symbols to "less than" symbols. 3.B.5. shows that the 

sets A = j^Jc' passes above [m,n]pj, B ={^|c‘ passes 

below [m,n]pj, and C = |^|c‘ passes through [m,n]p] com¬ 

prise a Dedekind section of the rational numbers and so 

define a unique real number t(C',S',P) = sup A = inf B. 

3.B.6. Proposition. t(C',S',P) is independent of 

the choice of C, S', and P. 

Proof: Suppose C intersected some SQ' at PQ. Sup¬ 

pose C passes above [m,n]p, m > 0 (still assuming that C 

proceeds to x-positive infinity). C'[m,n]p intersects 

So'+(m,n) at [m,n]p , since C'[m,n] is congruent to C, 
*o 

so by 3.B.4., C must intersect S0'+(m,n) at a point above 

[m,n]p —that is, C passes above [m,n]p . Thus 
° *0 

t(C',S',P) > =*> t(C',S0*,P0) > g . Similarly, 
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t(C*,S',P)^ £ =*> t(C'#S0',P0) ^ jj. Thus, t(C*,S',P) is 

independent of the choice of S' and P. Since all lifts 

of C are congruent, t(C',S,,P) is also independent of the 

choice of C. /// 

So, t(C',S',P) is really an invariant of C and S, and 

so we may write t(C,S). Looking back through the proofs 

of 3.B.4.-3.B.6., we note that S was used only to give us 

a notion of certain points being "above" or "below" a lift 

C of C. Thus, an argument very similar to the one given 

in the proof of 3.B.6. shows that t(C,S) is also inde¬ 

pendent of the choice of S, so that we may write t(C). 

All of the above was done with the assumption that C 

did not represent (0,1) or (0,-1) in (T ) ; it is clear 

that we may define t(C) =00 and t(C) = -coin these two 

cases, and that this definition would be in the spirit of 

the preceding definition. 

3.B.7. Definition. Let C be a type-able submanifold 

of T2» The type-number of C is t(C). 

3.B.8. Proposition. If t(C) is finite and irrational 

C is not closed. 

Proof: If C is closed, then C must represent some non 
2 

trivial element (m,n) in TT^ (T ), which implies that 

t (C) = | if m / 0, or t(C) =±°° if m = 0. /// 

3.B.9. Remark. The converse to 3.B.8. is not true 

as the example in Figure 7 illustrates. 
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FIG. 7 

Recall that if M and N are smooth manifolds and A is 

t r , 
a regular submanifold of N, a C map f:M-*N is transversal 

to A if Tfx(TxM) © 
Tf(x)A = Tf(x)N for a11 f<x)eA* If 

M and N are compact, we give Cr(M,N), the set of C0 maps 

of M into N, the topology in which f converges to f if 
1.1» 

and only if f and all its derivatives to the r^1- order n 

converge pointwise to f and its derivatives. We have the 

transversality theorem (cf. Hirsch [7], p. 74): 

3.B.10. Theorem: Notations as above. If dim M + 

dim A > dim N, then the set of Cr functions of M into N 

which are transversal to A is residual in Cr(M,N). 

3.B.11. Corollary. If C is a type-able submanifold 

which does not represent (0,1) or (0,-1) in (T ), then 

IT 1 2 the set of C immersions of S into T which represent (0,1) 
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2 
71^ (T ) and which are transversal to C is residual in the 

r 12 
set of C immersions of S into T which represent (0,1) 

in 71^ (T2) . 

Proof: The set of immersions of which represent 

(0,1) is clearly a path component in the set of immer¬ 

sions of S^"; also, immersions form an open set in 

r 1 2 
C (S ,T ) (cf. Hirsch [7], p. 36); therefore, the set of 

immersions of which represent (0,1) is an open subset 
•p i o 

of C (S ,T ). We may express C as a union of a countable 

nested sequence of regular submanifolds, so that the set 

described in 3.B.11. is the intersection of a countable 

number of residual sets, and hence is residual. /// 

3.B.12. Corollary. If and C2 are type-able 

2 
submanifolds of T which do not intersect, t(C^) = 

t(c2). 

Proof; If or C2 is closed, this is immediate. 

If neither is closed, then 3.B.11. guarantees the existence 

of an S satisfying (a)-(d) for both and C2* Assume to 

begin with that and C2 lift to 
1 and C2', both of 

which proceed to x-positive infinity. Suppose C^' and C2' 

intersect a lift S' of S at two points P^ and P2 and that 

P^ is above P2 (if not, simply renumber) . Let 

— > t (C, ), m > 0, and choose n', m' such that — ^ 

t(C^) and n' = am for some positive integer a. For any 

positive integer d, [dam,dan] and [dm^dn'] lie above 
P1 P1 

C. by 3.B.5. (iii). The distance between [dam,dan] 
x P1 

and 
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[dm',dn']p is dn-dan' = d(n-an') > d, so that the arc- 

length from [dam,dan] _ to the point at which CL intersects 
P1 X 

S'+(dam,dan) is greater than d*j((S), where ^(S) is the arc- 

length of S. Now [dam,dan] is a fixed distance from 
p2 

[dam,dan]p , independent of d and a, so [dam,dan] lies 
*1 *2 

(3.311 n 
above for large enough d. Thus, tfC^) ^ = — . 

Similarly, if — < t(C,), —^ t(C9), and 3.B.12. is proved 

in this case. If both C^' and C^% proceed to x-negative 
infinity, a completely analogous proof will work. Suppose 

now that C^' proceeds to x-positive infinity and 1 pro¬ 

ceeds to x-negative infity. Let S1 be a lift of S which 

intersects C^' (say) at a point P. C^' may or may not 

intersect S'; if it does not, then certainly all C^'+Orcwo) 

will for sufficiently large m. In fact, given any m' > 0, 

we can choose m > 0 such that C2'+(m,o) intersects S', 

S'+(1,0), S '+ (2,0),..., and S'+fm',©). Since C2' + (m,o) is 

always a lift of we may use the same argument which 

was utilized above to prove that t(C^) = tfc^). /// 

C. The Cherry example on the torus—the guide curves 

2 r+1 
Let gz tK be a C (2<r^*>) function satisfying 

(3.C.1.W 

f (i) g (x+l,y) = g (x,y)+l 

(ii) g (x,y+l) = g(x,y) 

(iii) > 0 on the lines {y=nj for all nfZ- 

(iv) g has precisely two nondegenerate critical 

points (a,a') and (b,b‘) in the fundamental 

unit, and (b,b‘) is a minimum. 
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Let L(x,y) be the level set of g containing (x,y) and 

let Lc = g ^ (c) . 

3.C.2. Proposition. (a) For every real c, L is 

non-empty. 

(b) For every level set L, 

there exists M> 0 such that L^[(x,y)| |x| ^ M] . 

(c) A level set L intersects 

any line {y=yol a finite odd number of times if L contains 

no critical point of g (where tangencies are counted in 

the obvious way*). 

(d) L(x,y) + (m,n) = L(x+m,y) and 

2 
Lc+(m,n) = 

L
c+ra 

for a11 n^neX and for all (x,y)e/R . 

(e) If L contains no critical 

point of g, L has a component diffeomorphic to 1R which 

proceeds from y-negative to y-positive infinity. The other 

components of L arëtlall circles -(topologically) lying 

between the lines fy=n] , né TL . 

(f) For every m,n«Z, L(a+m,a'+n) 

has a component L°(a+m,a*+n) which is topologically a line 

proceeding from y-negative to y-positive infinity with a 

circle attached at each point (a+m,a'+n^) for each nQ£ . 

The circle attached to (a+m,a'+no) encloses precisely 

*The "obvious way" is this: the transversality theorem tells 
us that tangent intersections are unstable; so, if we per¬ 
turb the line {y=yJ a little, there will be no ambiguity 
about the number of intersections, and we will take this 
number to be the number of intersections of L with {y=yj • 
This is clearly well defined mod 2, which is all we care 
about. 
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one minimum (b+m,b'+n0), lies between-the lines |y = nQ^ 

and [y=nQ+l], and lies to the right oï the line, to 

which it is attached. 

Proof: (a) follows immediately from 3.C.l.(iii). 

(b) Set r = inf g, s = sup g, both of which 
o$x«l o^xsl 

are finite by 3.C.l.(ii). By 3.C.l.(i), g is bounded by 

r+m and s+m in the region (m$x<m+lj . Therefore, any level 

set g”^ (c) is contained in £-M$X$M} for any M satisfying 

-M < s+m < c < r+n < M for some integers in and n . o o 3 o o 

(c) Fix y and consider g^slR-^IR by g^,(x) = 

g(x,y), a C function. By 3.C.l.(i), lim g = -ce and 
x -*-a> y 

lim g =®, so g takes on each value of IR a finite odd 
x-»» y y 
number of times when tangencies are properly counted. 

(d) Trivial consequence of 3.C.I.(i) and 

3.C.I. (ii). 

(e) Since L contains no critical point, it is 

a C manifold, so its components will be diffeomorphic 

to IR or S^. Not all of L's components will be diffeo¬ 

morphic to S^, since a line [y=cj must intersect L a finite 

odd number of times by (c) . If L has more than one com¬ 

ponent diffeomorphic to IR , they will both intersect any 

line £y=n] for n an integer (because of (b) ) . But this 

contradicts 3.C.I.(iii). So, L has precisely one com¬ 

ponent diffeomorphic to IR, which proceeds from y-negative 

to y-positive infinity. 
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(f) We will only prove this statement for 

m = n = 0, which suffices because of (d). Since (b,b') is 

a minimum, and since the level sets of g clearly project to 
2 

a foliation of T with two singular points, (a,a') is a 

saddle by Euler characteristic considerations. Let L°(a,a') 

be the component of L(a,a') containing (a,a') and consider 

the set (L° (a,a') - £(a, a ' )J )f) {o^y^l] . A priori, since 

(a,a') is a saddle, this set might have as many as four com¬ 

ponents; however, 3.C.I.(iii) and (b) show that it must have 

either two or three. If there were only two, L°(a,a') 

would be two circles intersecting at (a,a'), which leads to 

a contradiction about the number or nondegeneracy of criti¬ 

cal points of g (cf. Figure 9). So there must be three 

If L°(a,a')-(a,a') had two components, it would look like 
one of the above. 

FIG. 9 

components of this set, one intersecting {y=oj# one inter¬ 

secting {y=lj, and one whose closure is a circle. Thus 

the portion of L° lying between {y=oj and £y=lj is a seg¬ 

ment with a circle attached, and the disc this circle 



bounds clearly must contain (b,b'). Suppose the circle 

lies on the left side of the segment to which it is 
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attached. As in Section 2.F., L° divides a sufficiently 

small neighborhood of (a,a') into four quadrants, andVg 

has a characteristic curve which limits to (a,a') as t— 

in two of these quadrants. Since (b,b*) is a minimum for 

g, one of these two quadrants is contained in the disc 

bounded by the circle; the other is bounded by the two 

arms of L° which intersect {y=oJ and [y=lj . Since we have 

assumed that the circle lies to the left of the segment, the 

latter quadrànt lieà- tôl their'i^rht ofhthe segmènt. Now for 

all points sufficiently close to (a,a') in this quadrant, 

the components of the level sets containing those points 

must be diffeomorphic to (R (cf. Figure 10) and will there¬ 

fore intersect {y=oj and {y=lj . Now, since g has a char¬ 

acteristic curve entering (a,a') as and since the 

Assuming the circle is on the left 

FIG. 10 
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gradient points in the direction of greatest increase, we 

clearly have a contradiction to 3.C.I.(iii). Therefore, 

the circle must lie to the right of the segment, and we 

are done. /// 

All that 3.C.2. says is that the level sets of g in 

the fundamental unit must look essentially like those drawn 

in Figure 11, and that the whole picture on TR is given 

by repeating the pattern in the fundamental unit. 

FIG. 11. The level sets of g in the fundamental unit. 

3.C.3. Definition. Let g be as above. The guide 

curve for the value c will be that unique component of Lc 

diffeomorphic to IR if c is a regular value of g. If c 

is a non-regular value, the guide curve for c will be that 

portion of L° (as in 3.C.2.(f)) which is homeomorphic to 

fR . We orient the guide curves in the obvious way, so that 

2 
theÿ will all represent (0,1) in (T ) when projected to 
2 

T . We denote by Gc the guide curve for c; we denote by 

G(x,y) the guide curve passing through (x,y)—this is 
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defined for any (x,y) which is neither on nor enclosed by 

any of the circles attached to (a+m,a'+n) and for 

(a+m,a'+n), all m,neZ . If c < c', then G is clearly to 
c 

the left of Gc,. All but a countable number of the guide 

curves are C manifolds; those which are not are clearly 

r+1 2 
C except at their intersections with (a,at) + 'Z . The 

2 
projections of guide curves to T will also be called guide 

curves. 

D. The Cherry example on the torus—the flow 

Let g be as in Section C, and let^3e(- îgTT) . Let 

2 y* 
F (= F (yô) ) be the flow on fR defined by the C vector field 

(3.D.I.) V(x,y) = (|* cosf - sin^)^H-(|^ cosf + sinf)^>. 

We observe the following facts: 

(i) V is an orthogonal rotation of Vg by the angle ^3. 

(ii) V and F are invariant under the transformations 

(x#y)-»(x+m,y+n) for all integers m and n. 

(iii) The orbits of F are everywhere transversal to the 

level sets of g, which they meet at the clockwise angle of 

* -f- 
3.D.2. Proposition. ^ (goF) = + (f^)j cos^; 

i.e., goF increases with t except when (x,y) = (a+m,a'+n) 

or (b+m,b'+n) for some m,n« 1L . 

Proof: A calculation. /// 

3.D.3. Corollary. Let (x,y)£ fR^• Either <?C(x,y) = 0, 

**(x,y) = £(a+m,a'+n)J for some m,n in 7L, or <X(x,y) = 
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{(b+m,b'+n)} for some m,n inX; <*(x,y) 0 if and only if 

lim goF(t, (x,y)) is finite. Either co(x,y) = 0 or 
t—>-oo . 
co(x,y) = {(a+m,a'+n)j for some m,n in 2 ; cû(x,y) ^ 0 if and 

only if lim goF(t, (x,y)) is finite. 
t-»«> 

It is clear that F has two fixed points in the funda¬ 

mental unit corresponding to the simple isolated singulari¬ 

ties of V: (a,a') is a saddle and (b,b') is a source. The 

orbits of a typical F are illustrated in Figure 12. 

Ujh+«r 
arc («VeI sets', 
Ja.rker b'fies 
are orbits. 

FIG. 12 

E. The Cherry example on the torus—the induced maps 

Let G° be a guide curve which does not contain a 

saddle, parameterized by oriented arc length s from a fixed 

point P6G° (i.e., points below P will have negative values 

assigned to them). Let S denote the arc length on G° from 
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P to P + (0,1). Let Gn = G° + (n,o), parameterized in 

the same way as G°. G° is transversal to F by construction, 

so by Section B there is an induced map f = f[F,G°,G^] from 

G° to G\ which is defined at all but a countable number of 

points: £s0+nS|neZ] where sQ is a point of G° which is on 

an orbit of F entering a saddle. Finally, let 

V = V(g, (a,a')) as defined in Section 2.F. 

3.E.I. Proposition. (i) f(s+S) = f(s)+S for all 

s6G°~ {sQ+nsj . 

(ii) f is Cr on G°-£so+nSj with 

f > 0. 

(iii) f(s +) = lim f(s) and 
s->s 

o 

f(s -) = lim_ f(s) both 
s-*s ~ 

o 
exist, with f(sQ+) >f(sQ-). 

(iv) If r =oo, then lim+ f'(s) and 
s-»s 

lim_ f1(s) are °both 0, 
s-»s ” 
finite, or +® according to 

whether is greater than, 

equal to, or less than 

(v) If r log f * (s) has only 

finitely many maxima and/or 

minima in (s0,sQ+s). If 

Y = l£TTf log f ' has bounded 

variation in (sQ,so+s). 

Proof: (i) s+S is congruent to s, and since F behaves 

identically (mod^ ) on congruent points, f(s+S) will be 
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congruent to f(s). But then it is clear that f(s+S) must 

he f(s)+S. 

(ii) f is Cr by 2.B.4. f > 0 because f pre¬ 

serves orientation (two orbits of F cannot cross). 

(iii) f is a monotone function, bounded in 

(so,sQ+S), so the limits exist? they clearly are not equal. 

(iv) and (v) are immediate consequences of 

2.E.3. /// 

On the torus, G° is an oriented circle and fsG^G0 is 

an orientation-preserving injective C map which is un¬ 

defined at one point. If we define f11 = f[F,G°,Gn] in 1R^, 
0 n 

then clearly on T , f = fo...of. Figure 13 shows the graph 
^——« - - ^ 

_ . . , _ n-times 
of a typical f. 

FIG. 13 
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F. The Cherry example on the torus—the type-number of F 

There are four orbits associated to the saddle (a,a'), 

two entering (a,a') and two leaving it (cf. Figure 14). 

One orbit, 0^, enters (a,a') from within the circle of 

L(a,a') attached to (a,a'). The other orbit entering 

(a,a')» 0^, approaches from the "opposite side"; i.e., it 

has a limiting tangent vector at (a,a') which is minus 

that of O^. The two orbits leaving (a,a') also leave from 

"opposite" sides and we denote them 0^ and 0where the 

numbering is such that 0^ is above O2 (both in the in¬ 

tuitive sense and in the sense that 0^ intersects guide 

curves in points above 02's intersections with the guide 

curves). As a useful convention, we will consider 

07UO1 as one orbit. We adopt a congruent convention 

at every saddle of F. 

FIG. 14 
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3.F.I. Definition. A proper orbit of F is an orbit 

which proceeds to x-positive infinity or a conventional 

orbit as described above (which also proceeds to x-positive 

infinity) . 

So, only and all congruent orbits are neither 

proper orbits nor portions of proper orbits. 
2 

3.F.2. Proposition. All proper orbits of F (on T ) 

are type-able submanifolds. 

Proof: All proper orbits are piecewise smooth sub¬ 

manifolds, and the required auxiliary manifold (“S" in 

3.B.I.) is supplied by any guide curve G which does not 

contain the saddle. /// 

3.F.3. Proposition. All proper orbits have the same 

type-number. 

Proof: No two proper orbits intersect, so 3.F.3. is 

an immediate corollary of 3.B.12. /// 

3.F.4. Definition. The type-number of F is the type- 

number of any proper orbit of F. We denote the type-number 

of F by t (F) . 

3.F.5. Proposition, t(F) is a continuous function of 

A for Ae(- î^TT). Furthermore, lim t(F) =*>, 
il p 
lim t (F) = -eo. 

Proof: The parameterized flow theorem (2.C.2.) implies 

2 
that in any bounded open subset of JR , the orbits of F(jS) 

stay "close" to the orbits of F (^Q) for ^ close to^Q. 

Thus, if P is on a guide curve G and [m,n]p is above 
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0. (P), 0- (P) will be below [m,n]_ 
Po r p 

j$07 i.e., t(F(^Q)) implies that t(F(^))> ^ for ^ 

sufficiently close to ^Q* Similarly, t(F(^Q)) < ~ implies 

that t (F (yS) ) < — for ^ close tO|6o. This proves the first 

statement in 3.F.5. 

Now let L° be the component of L(a,a') containing 

(a,a')# and let G = G(a+l,a') (cf. Figure 15). Then L° 

and G bound a connected open region D. Let (x,y) be some 

point in D. For (x',y')» let s(x',y') be the oriented arc 

length on G(x,y) from (x,y) to the point at which the 

characteristic curve of Vg through (x',y') intersects 

G(x,y). Then (g,s) are orthogonal coordinates on D which 

induce the usual orientation on D. The change of coor- 

t ^ it /üaia\ 
dinates matrix for TD is ( ?s I ' so 

\ ^x 3y/ 

as well for B close to 

(*) V(g.x) = sinp fj 
+ fïï(l§ 

cosh § sin/5)+ £f<?y cof+ f§sirf > h 
■ + <f>2J i + 

[«•f & % f?> + % - % &]% 

= cosp [(|f)2+ 

since g and s are orthogonal. We also have, since g and s 

are orthogonal, that 



(*) and (**) show that the one-form 

(***) ds - tanj? Q(g,s)dg 

annihilates V, where Q(g,s) = [(f§)2+ (f^) 2J% F(f^) 2+ (J^) 2^~^' 

2T 
a positive C function in D which is periodic in s. Let R 

be the positive lower bound for Q in that portion of D for 

which g(a,a') +£ < g < g(a,a') + l-£. Rephrasing what 

we have done, the orbits of F = F(^) in D are manifolds 

along which (***) pulls back to 0, or, formally, along 

which 

= tan Q(g,s) 

For /sy 0, (****) tells us that the F(p) orbit 0, 
7 

through a point P on L which is neither a saddle nor on 

o . 
a loop of L is the graph of an increasing function h(g). 

Thus, if P' is the point at which 0^ intersects G, 

s(P') - s (P) > (l-2e)R tan^. By letting ^ tend to JjTT, we 

can make s(P') - s (P), and thus t(F), arbitrarily large. 

Similarly, t(F)-> as /// 
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3.F.6. Proposition. If t(F) is irrational, the flow 
2 

F on T has no periodic points. 

Proof: This follows immediately from 3.B.8. /// 

G. The Cherry example on the torus—the existence of per¬ 

vasive nowhere dense orbits 

3.F.5. shows that we may choose ^ so that t(F) is 

irrational. For this entire section, we assume that ji is 

fixed and that t(F) is irrational. 

Recall the notation 0^, O2# and 0g from the beginning 

of Section F. 

3.G.I. Proposition. There is no saddle on 0^, O2, or 

0g other than (a,a'). Furthermore, there are no saddles of 

F lying between 0^ and C>2 (i.e., "enclosed" by 0^ U Og) 

other than (a,a'). 
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Proof: If there were a saddle other than (a,a') on 

0^, ®2' or t*1611 t(F) would be rational, for F would 

have periodic proper orbits. If 0^ and O2 enclosed a 

saddle (a+ra,a'+n), then since 0^ passes above it and 

below it and since 0^ and O2 both leave (a,a‘), we must 

have ^ ^ t(F) ^ ^ or t(F) = ^ a contradiction. /// 

In particular, 3.G.I. tells us that 0^ and O2 proceed 

smoothly to x-positive infinity, so that 0^ U O2 is a smooth 
2 

Jordan curve in /R . One of the open sets distinguished 

by this Jordan curve contains points which lie between 0^ 

and O2* we denote its closure by 0*(a,a'). Now set 

<S(a,a') = OgU é?*(a,a') (cf. Figure 16). 

FIG. 16 

3.G.2. Proposition. (a) No two distinct points of 

&(a,a') are congruent. 

(b) 0g proceeds smoothly to x- 

negative infinity. 
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Proof: If a point on Og were congruent to a point 

in (8* (a, a')# then (8* (a, a') would contain a saddle other 

This would contradict 3.G.I. No two points of Og are con¬ 

gruent by the same reasoning. If two points of ô*(a,a') 

were congruent, their (K-endpoints would be two different 

saddles or two different sources, which again would con- 

(say), then by 3.D.3, (x,y) would necessarily be either a 

source or a saddle, implying that Og is congruent to an 

orbit contained in ^8*(a,a')* This contradicts (a). /// 

3.G.3. Definition. A black orbit of F is any set 

congruent to <3(a,a1). A black interval is the intersec¬ 

tion of a black orbit with a guide curve (some black inter 

vais are closed intervals; some are just points). 

By 3.G.2. no two black intervals on any guide curve 

G will intersect, so there are infinitely many non-black 

points on G which are not contained in any black interval. 

An orbit through a non-black point will be called a non- 

singular orbit (since it neither leaves nor enters any 

fixed point of F). For the remainder of this section, an 

"orbit" (always in quotes) will mean a non-singular or a 

black orbit, and we will denote by 0(P) the "orbit" con¬ 

taining any point P. The justification for this ter¬ 

minology is that the collection of "orbits" is very much 

like the collection of true orbits of a X -periodic flow 

2 
without fixed points on ff\ . In particular, 

than (a,a'); for, (a,a')e0g, and @*(a,a') is closed. 

tradict 3.G.I. So, (a) is established. 
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(i) No two "orbits" intersect, and every point is 

contained in precisely one orbit. 

(ii) Every "orbit" proceeds to both x-negative and 

x-positive infinity. 

(iii) The set of "orbits" has a total order induced . 

upon it from the partial order previously defined. 

With this convention about "orbits," we may immediately ex¬ 

tend the results of Section B as follows: 

3.G.4. Proposition. Let P be a point on an "orbit" 0. 

[m,n]p and the "orbit" 0[m,n]p through this point lie above 

0 if m > 0 and ^ > t(F) or if m < 0 and ^ < t(F) or if 

m = 0 and n > 0. [m,n]p and fttir^nlp lie below 0 if m > 0 

and — < t (F) or if m < 0 and — ^ t(F) , or if m = 0 and n < 0. 
m m 

o 2 
3.G.5. De finition. Let G° be a guide curve in and 

let P be either a non-black point or a black interval. We 
rs/ 

define f(P) to be the intersection of the "orbit" con- 

1 
taining P with G . Thus, f(P)ilwill be a non-blapk point if 

P is and a black interval if P is. Clearly, if P is a non¬ 

black point, f (P) = f(P) (Section 3.D.). f~^:G^»G*~^, 

,£niG<->Gn, and f^tG^G-11 are defined in an analogous 

manner. These can all be defined by (ii) above. 

If R is an endpoint of a black interval on some guide 

curve G, then R is on 0^ or C^» or some orbit congruent to 

one of these. It will be convenient for the statements of 

the next two propositions to let 0(R) denote the set con¬ 

gruent to O3 U 0^ or U O2 which contains R. From 3.G.4., 

0(R) has the same type-number as F. 
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2 
3.G.6. Proposition. Let G° be a guide curve in IR , 

R either a non-black point on G° or the endpoint of a black 
pi th interval. Let — be the i— convergent of the continued 
qi 

fraction development of t (F). Then there is no point con¬ 

gruent to R in the open region bounded by 0 (R) , 
-qi qi+qi-l 

0([q. , G , and G .On the boundary of 
1*"1 1-1 X\ 

this open region, there is precisely one point congruent 
-q± 

qi+qi-l 
to R on each of 0 (R), 0([q. -, ,p. G , and G 

1-1 1-1 R p 

Proof: Assume that i is even, so that —— < t(F)< 
Pi+Pi.l Pi_i q± 

\ < (cf. Section 2.D.). By 3.G.4., 
qi+qi-l qi-l 
0 ([q^_^,p^_^] R) lies above 0 (R) . Suppose that [m,n]R is 

contained in the open region described above. If m is 

positive, then we must have that 0 < m < q^4q^_^ and that 
P • ” 

— >t(F) y •—» This contradicts 2.G.2. If m is negative, 

set Q = [m,n]R, so that Iq^.P^ln = [qi_1~m,Pi_1-n]Q. 

Since 0 (Q) lies below [q. . ,p. and q. .-m> 0, 3.G.4. 
1"“-L 1-1 K 1—x 

pi-i -n tells us that 
-n pu qi-r ■=a > 

t(F)> 
Pi 

Pi-1' < 

Now ^ < t (F) < so 

. _ 2.G.2. implies therefore that q. .-m ^ 0 
qi-i“m qi-i i_1 

or that q^_^-m ^ qi+qi-l* T^ie £irst is obviously absurd, 

and the second implies that m -q^, which contradicts our 

assumption that [m,n]R is in the region described. This 

establishes the first part of 3.G.5. for i even. If i is 

and 

odd, a similar argument works. R belongs to 0 (R), 

[qi_l»pi_l] R to 0 ([qi_l»Pi_l]R) » to G 

, , qi*qi-l 
[q^+qj__3_/p^+P^_2J R to G , and all of these points 

belong to the closure of the region. /// 
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FIG. 17 

3.G.7. Remark. In the case where i is even in the 
qi-l 

proposition above, [q^_^,p^_^]R Ü
es above f (R) ; for l 

odd, it lies below. 

3.G.8. Proposition. Notations as in 3.G.6. There is 
qi 

no point congruent to R, f(R), ..., or f (R) in the open 

o qi+qi-l 
region bounded by 0 (R), 0 ([q£_^,p^_^] R) • G • anc^ G 

One the boundary of this region, there is precisely one 
qi o 

point congruent to f (R) on G , precisely one point con- 
qi+qi-l gruent to R on G , and precisely one point congruent 

k to each f (R) (O^k^q^) on each of 0 (R) and 0 ([q^_^fp^_2]R) * 
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Proof; This follows immediately by applying 3.G.6. 
qi 

to R, then to f(R), ...» then to f (R), and intersecting 

the regions obtained. /// 

Note that 3.G.8. implies, in particular, that there is 

qi 
no point congruent to R, f(R), ..., or f (R) on the open 

li-l i-1 
arc of G whose endpoints are [q^_^,p^_^]R and f (R). 

If R is a non-black point, let J ^ (R) (or simply J ^) 

denote this open arc. If R is an endpoint of a black in- 

) denote the open terval B, let J ^ (B) (or simply J ^ 

li-l 
arc of G bounded by f (B) and [q^_^,p^_^]R. In both 

cases, the endpoints of J (i) are either both non-black, 

or they are both endpoints of distinct black intervals; 

rJ (-n 
either way, f(j ' ) makes sense. We set J, tu _^(J at 

O , - - y, ~ '~0 
3.G.9. Proposition. If R is either a non-black 

point or a black interval, and 0 ^ j, k < q^, j ^ k, no 

point of J.^ is congruent to any point of Jk(1)* 

). 

(i) is Proof: Suppose first that each point of 

congruent to some point in (for any j ^ k) . Assuming 

j <£ k, this means that each point of J (i) 

(i) o.- 'fk-J mapS j onto J,^ 

is congruent to 

this 
k-j' 

(i) 

some point in J^_j* Since 

implies that some point (or black interval) of JQ is 

mapped by f^ ^ to a point (or black interval) congruent to 

it. This contradicts the irrationality of t (F). Thus, if 

, it has an 

endpoint congruent to a point of since both are con¬ 

nected open intervals. But 3.G.8. shows that this cannot 

happen for 0 < j, k < q^ /// 

Jj ^ has a point congruent to a point of 

(i) 
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(i) (i) 3.G.8. also shows that J v 7 and J v 7 do have con- 

gruent points, since an endpoint of J -l1'—^i-l'^i-l^R or 

the black interval containing this point—is congruent to 

(i) 

'«i 
containing it. 

a point of J 'l7 — [q.+q._1 ,p.+p._.] or the black interval 
u • JL ML

mmm
JL JL X\ 

We are now ready to move everything to the torus. G 

2 
will be a guide curve on T , R will be a point or black 

A/ 
interval on G, f will be the induced map on G, f:G-*G will 

be the projection onto G of the f previously defined, and 

(i) will be the projection onto G of the original J. (i) 
k 

, /'""N-f   

Recall the notation PR and PR from Section 3.A. for P and 

R distinct points of G, and note that the notation still 

makes sense if one or both of P and R are black intervals. 

If R is a non-black point or a black interval, set 

Rj = 'f^ (R) . 3.G.7., 3.G.8., and 3.G.9. now project to 
2 

the following proposition on T : 

3.G.10. Proposition. Notations as above. Let R be 
pi th 

a non-black point or a black interval. Let — be the i— 
*i 

sgn(-l) 
convergent for t(F). For every i, Jn^ = Rn

R
n+q. 

i+1 

Rj ^ Jo(l) for ^3^7 J j = 0 for j k, 0 « j. 
(i) (i) _ 

k < q±7 
R«J0

(±)n Jq.(i) 

3.G.11. Proposition. Let R and P be non-black points 

or black intervals (or one of each). For all integers j 

and k, j ^ k, 'RTR^.+ and /
RTR^“ each contain an infinite sub¬ 

set of both {pm|m>oJ and |Pm|ra<oj. 
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Proof: It suffices to prove 3.G.11. for the case 

j = 0, k > 0, since if contains Pm, then 

contains P , for all integers d. Consider the sequence 
m+d 

/*k*2k ' Since R*J J ^ for every i, 
o q. * • 

(i) + 
and since for tuitably chosen i, JQ 'S RQRjc $ 

R6^(n-l)k^hk+ ^or some inte9er n, which we take to be as 

small as possible. If P Rj for all j, then Pm belongs 

to one of /RQR^
+,... /R^n_^j ^R^+ for every integer m, so 

+ 
that one of P , P, 

m' ■m-k1 Pm- (n-l)k belon9s to R0*k 

this case. If P = R^ for 

j, then for all integers m with |m| sufficiently large, we 

Thus 3.G.11. is proved in this case. If P = R^ for some 

still have that P^ belongs to one of RoR^ '* * *'R(n—l)kRnk 

and that one of • • • 'pm_ (n-l)k belongs to ^R^*^** 

The proof for la^R^” is identical. /// 

f is m many ways very much like a diffeomorphism of 

G, where we think of black intervals as points. At any 

rate, if R is a non-black point or biâck interval, OC^(R) 

and fc>,(R) make sense as the sets of accumulation points of 
f 

the sequences R, R^, R2, and R, R_^, R_2' if R is a 

black interval, these sets are the sets of accumulation 

points of the endpoints of R, R^, R^, ... and R, R_^,R_2» 

3.G.12. Proposition. Let R and P be non-black points 

or black intervals (or one of each). Then C£,(R) = 
f 

CA)^(R) = 0^(P) = d,(P) . 
f f f 
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Proof: Suppose Rn converges to a point A, where 

n^ is a sequence of integers going to +». Then by 3.G.11., 

there exist positive integers and such that 

P € R R 
m^ n,_ n, nk nk+l 

But then it is clear that , Pi S R„ R_ 
*k xik+l 3k 

there exists a sequence P^—►A, where b^ is either ia^ or 
k 

j. for each k. Thus, ^(R) = & (P) . In the same way, 
K f £ 
0e (R) = <X (P) . Finally, by taking R = P in 3.G.11., 
f f 
0e- (R) = cD (R), and we are done. /// 
f f 

Let I denote the set in 3.G.12. 

3.G.13. Corollary. I is an f-minimal set, and is 

perfect and nowhere dense. 

Proof: For any non-black point in G, CKf(P) = I# so 

I is an invariant set. Suppose I contains a minimal set 

I1. Then I' cannot be finite (this would contradict the 

irrationality of t(F)), so I' is perfect, hence uncount¬ 

able. I contains at most countably many black points 

(only endpoints of black intervals may belong to I), so 

I' contains a non-black point P. But I = 0^(P)iÇ 11 <s.I, so 

I' =1. I cannot be all of G, so by 2.B.6., I is perfect 

and nowhere dense. /// 

3.G.14. Corollary. F has perfect nowhere dense 

orbits. 

rJ 2 ^ 
If 0 is the black orbit on T , 0 intersects G in some 

nondegenerate black interval B (i.e., B is not a single 

point) . We define <^(0) = {F (s,B) I s>t? . "o also inter- 
t>0 J 

sects G in a degenerate black interval P. We define 

*(0) = *(P) • Let 4 = V-><j.(x). 
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3.G.15. Corollary. For every "orbit" 0, 0t(O) = cD(0) 

«Vf. 

Proof: Follows immediately from 3.G.12. /// 

It is clear that in an F-invariant set, but it is 

not clear whether is F-minimal. 

3.G.16. Proposition. If ^ contains 0^, or 0^, 

then the only F-minimal sets are {(a,a')] and {(b,b')| . 

Proof: It is clear that is the only possible F- 

minimal set besides [(a,a')J and |(b,b')J by 3.G.15. But 

if ^ contains 0^ (say), then oC (0^) & ^ . But 

cC (0j) = {(a,a1)] . Similarly, if ^ contains 02 or 0^, 

must contain £(a,a')J and so is not minimal. /// 

We wish to show that M. always contains 0^, 02, or 03? 

in order to do this, we need to analyze more carefully the 

f-minimal set I. We note first that there are, trivially, 

two possibilities on I: either the black intervals are 

everywhere dense on G or they are not. 

3.G.17. Proposition. If the black intervals are 

everywhere dense on G, then the only F-minimal sets are 

{(a,a')J and {(b,b')j . 

Proof: By 3.G.11., the nondegenerate black intervals 

are also everywhere dense on G. Since these are all dis¬ 

joint, their endpoints form a set which is dense in 

itself and is contained in I. But this means that both 

0^ and C>2 belong to , so 3.G.16. yields the result./// 
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If the black intervals are not everywhere dense on G, 

there exist on G maximal connected open intervals which we 

call gray intervals. Clearly, the endpoints of a gray 

interval are either black or are limit points of black 

intervals. If P and R are the endpoints of a gray in- 

o+ terval ^ , then Cj' is either PR+ or PR-*; in the first case 

we say R is the upper endpoint of Ûj , and in the second we 

say R is the lower endpoint of 

3.G.18. Proposition. Let be a gray interval on 

G, and let = f^(^) for any integer k . 

(i) The upper (lower) endpoints of the are 

either all black or all non-black limit points of black 

intervals. 

(ii) The ^ are all disjoint, and the length 

of tends to 0 as k-**> or k-* -co. 

(iii) No gray interval has both its endpoints 

black. 

k Proof: (i) follows by the continuity of f. f {(fy) is 

clearly a gray interval, and since f (^) = Ojp, some k, 

would imply that t(F) is rational, the are disjoint, 

and their lengths therefore tend to 0 as k—,{iii) is 

a direct consequence of 3.G.11. /// 

3.G.19. Proposition. The gray and nondegenerate 

black intervals together are everywhere dense on G. 

Proof: If J is any open interval on G, and J contains 

no nondegenerate black interval, then by 3.G.11., J contains 
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at most one degenerate black interval. So, J contains 

portions of one and at most two gray intervals. /// 

If gray intervals exist, there are clearly three pos¬ 

sible cases: 

(a) No black interval is bounded on either side by a 

gray interval. 

(b) Every black interval is bounded on one side only 

by a gray interval. 

(c) Every black interval is bounded on both sides by 

gray intervals. 

3.G.19. Proposition. If (a) is true, then *4. contains 

0^, 02» and 0-j. 

If (b) is true, then contains 

O3 and one of 0^, 02. 

If (c) is true, then is 

minimal. 

Proof: If (a) holds, the endpoints of the black inter¬ 

vals form a set which is dense in itself; i.e., each end¬ 

point of any black interval is contained in I. For 

degenerate black intervals, this implies that • 

For nondegenerate black intervals, this implies that 02 and 

0^ are contained in 'ri . If (b) holds, then the lower end¬ 

point (say) of every black interval is a limit point of 

black intervals; hence, the lower endpoint of every black 

interval belongs to I. For degenerate (resp., nondegenerate) 

black intervals, this implies that 0^ (resp., 02) is 
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contained in ^ . Similarly, if upper endpoints of black 

intervals are limit points of black intervals, Og and 0^ 

are contained in \$ . If (c) holds, then clearly none of 

0^, O2# or 0g is contained in^, and t/ is minimal. /// 

3.G.20. Proposition. (c) can never hold. 

Proof: Let BQ be the point on G at which f is not 

defined (BQ is a degenerate black interval), and suppose 

(c) is true. Let 

from above. Clearly, 

Q be the gray interval bounding BQ 

G J M = j ^ (B ) for all i 

of the right parity. Since J (i) 
qi 

contains B_ and is o 

bounded by black intervals, it contains 

(i) = f 
-r<Ï 

Thus 

is contained in JQ and lies above 

Now lift G to the interval (0,S] in IR , where S = /.(G), 

the arc-length of G, and S corresponds to BQ on G. By 

the mean value theorem, choose g€ (0,S), -q^ ^ n^ q^-1, 

such that /(^n+1) ~ (9n) • Then 

Mp =f ± 
1 rtr-4i n-o v) 

, so that 

(3.G.20 

n~o 

We now note that since lies to the right of in 

(0,S], g < g , or more generally, g„< g„ „ for 
u “^A.; u n-q. 
^ (i) 1 4. 

0£n$q^-l. We note also that since J = /B_ B 

is the first J, (i) 
«i qi +qi-l 

to contain B , g is the greatest 
0 "qi-l 

of the gn for -q^ ^ n ^ q^-1 (cf. Figure 15). Thus we may 
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FIG. 18 

write gQ <T g_q < 
^ q■-q. ^ q• -t H

I Hi-1 ^i-l 
where this list 

includes all the gn for -q^ ^ n q^-1. 

So, (3.G.20.1) is bounded in absolute value by the 

total variation of log f in the interval (gQ,g_q )• 

Since we are assuming that BQ has gray intervals on both 

sides, (3.G.20.1) is bounded in absolute value by the total 

variation of log f is some interval [gQ,u] ^ (0,S) 

independently of i. For large i of the correct parity, the 

left-hand side of (3.G.20.1) blows up by 3.G.l8.(ii), which 

is a contradiction. /// 

3.G.21. Proposition. Suppose r = oO. If (a) 

holdsA If^ -/=* hir* no gray intervals exist. 
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Proof: We note that all but the last two sentences 

in the proof of 3.G.20. hold for the (b) situation. So, 

assiime y > and that BQ has a gray interval above it. 

By 3.E.I., log f* has a finite number of maxima and minima 

in (0,S) ; let e be the greatest of them. Then the sum of 

the terms in (3.G.20.1) for which gn< s is bounded in 

absolute value by U+V, where U = sup |log f (s)| and 
g ^ g.$s 

V = the total variation of log f'°in [g , s] . We also have 

that log f'(s) = -*>, so that we may conclude that 
s-*3 

(3.G.20.1) is bounded in absolute value by U+(U+V), once 

again independently of i. Thus, we have a contradiction, 

and the first is established. Now suppose y = and a 

gray interval (fy exists on G. Since the ^ are pairwise 

disjoint, JQ ^ = Jo ^ ^ ^ makes sense, and 3.G.10. still 

holds. We may use the in the same way as in 3.G.20. 

to establish (3.G.20.1). Since log f is of bounded 

variation for y = , we again derive a contradiction to 

the fact that —>0 as k—>+0°. /// 

We now collect the main results of this section into 

the following: 

3.G.22. Theorem. Let F have irrational type-number. 

Then F has pervasive nowhere dense orbits, with 0g and at 

least one of 0^, Qg pervasive and nowhere dense. The only 

F-minimal sets are £(a,a')j and |(b,b')J . For every orbit 

0 of F, either £<(0) = £(a,a')j , {(b ,b' )J , or sj. , and 

(0) = ^(a,a')| or \JL . JEf F ie real-analytic, then 0^, 0g, 
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and 03 are pervasive and nowhere dense for Y >^7 _if 

2 Y = JgTT, the black orbit is dense on T . 

H. Existence of Cherry flows 

We first demonstrate the existence of a C function g 

satisfying 3.C.I. 

Let h be a C function in [0,1] x [0,1] satisfying 

(a) h = 1 outside the disc D of radius \ centered 

at (h,h) - 

(b) (hth) is a minimum for h, and is the only criti¬ 

cal point in the interior of D. 

(c) h is radially symmetric about (%,%); h(%,%) = 0* 
% T— 

(d) (x,^), as a function of x only, has one 

critical point Xq—a minimum—for % < x < hi and - j^>4-h. 

Set g = xh, and note that g has an isolated critical point 

at (h,h) which is clearly a minimum. We claim that g has 

one other critical point in [0,1] x [0,1] which must be 

a saddle. Calculating vg shows that g has a critical 

3 h 3 h 
point only when h = -x ^ and ^ = 0. This can only occur 

along the line y = % because of (d), and the graphs of 
0 Vi 

h(x,^) and -x 5— (x,%) show that there is precisely one 

other critical point on this line. Calculating the Hessian 

of g shows that this critical point is nondegenerate, so 
_ 2 

it must be a saddle. Projecting g onto T and lifting to 
_ 2 

a g on IK gives the desired function. 
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h foi) 

In his paper [ 5], Cherry demonstrated the existence 

of analytic functions g satisfying (3.C.I.). The details 

of his explicit example were very involved, but the idea 

was intuitively clear, so we will only sketch it here. Let 

2 3 
be the torus in which is the surface of revolution 

2 2 2 ^ 
of the circle (x-1) + z = b about the z-axis. Let C be 

a logarithmic spiral leaving the point (xQ,0,0), where 

0 xQ < 1 and staying in the plane z = 0, and let 

C = 'c x ÏR. Finally, let C(g) be a clockwise rotation of 

C about its axis |x=xQ; y=oj by an angle of g, O^g^
- 2ir . 

Cherry demonstrated explicitly what is intuitively clear in 

Figure 20- that b and C may be chosen so that the inter- 
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sections of C(g) with for 0ég£27T comprise a real 

2 
analytic foliation of with two singular points. Each 

2 rJ 
point of belongs to precisely one C(g), so there is a 

real analytic function from to [0,2TT], which we denote 

simply by g, whose level sets are the foliation mentioned 

above. Cherry then shows (what, again, is intuitively clear) 

that a lift g of g satisfies (3.C.1). He also demonstrates 

that b and C may be varied so that the hypotheses m the 

last part of 3.G.22. are valid for g. 

To summarize: there exist functions g as in (3.C.1), 

and therefore there exist flows for which 3.G.22. holds. 
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